SUBJECT: System Security Updates will be applied to WRAP Certification Management Database

Dear WRAP Certification Management Database Users,

Please be aware that the system will be unavailable for System Security Updates on the following dates and times (Eastern time USA).

SCHEDULED START TIME: Saturday, April 4, 2020 6:00 AM EDT
SCHEDULED END TIME: Saturday, April 4, 2020 6:00 PM EDT

Please note that times are in ET, Eastern Time.
To convert to your local time zone, please reference http://www.timezoneconverter.com/cgi-bin/tzc.tzc

We appreciate your patience while we perform this important system maintenance. WRAP is making every effort to minimize the impact of these events while our IT system vendor follows Microsoft’s guidance to protect the WRAP site and your information.

Stay healthy and safe.

Sincerely,

WRAP Compliance Team